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ABSTRACT
Sgr E is a massive star formation complex found toward the Galactic center that consists of numerous discrete, compact H II regions. It is located at the intersection between the Central Molecular
Zone (CMZ) and the far dust lane of the Galactic bar, similar to “hot spots” seen in external galaxies.
Compared with other Galactic star formation complexes, the Sgr E complex is unusual because its
H II regions all have similar radio luminosities and angular extents, and they are deficient in ∼ 10 µm
emission from their photodissociation regions (PDRs). Our Green Bank Telescope (GBT) radio recombination line observations increase the known membership of Sgr E to 19 H II regions. There are
43 additional H II region candidates in the direction of Sgr E, 26 of which are detected for the first
time here using MeerKAT 1.28 GHz data. Therefore, the true H II region population of Sgr E may
number > 60. Using APEX SEDIGISM 13 CO 2 → 1 data we discover a 3.0 × 105 M molecular cloud
associated with Sgr E, but find few molecular or far-infrared concentrations at the locations of the
Sgr E H II regions. Comparison with simulations and an analysis of its radio continuum properties
indicate that Sgr E formed upstream in the far dust lane of the Galactic bar a few Myr ago and will
overshoot the CMZ, crashing into the near dust lane. We propose that the unusual infrared properties
of the Sgr E H II regions are caused by their orbit about the Galactic center, which have possibly
stripped their PDRs.
Keywords: H II regions (694), Galactic center (565), Photodissociation regions (1223), Radio continuum
emission (1340), Interstellar medium (847)
1. INTRODUCTION

The Milky Way Galactic center hosts vigorous massive
star formation. Although the star formation efficiency is
low (Longmore et al. 2013), the Galactic center H II regions (Sgr B1, Sgr B2, Arches, etc.) are among the most
Corresponding author: L. D. Anderson
loren.anderson@mail.wvu.edu

luminous in the Galaxy. Star formation in the Galactic
center appears to operate much like that in starbursting
galaxies, where vast reservoirs of molecular material are
inefficiently transformed into large star formation complexes.
Gas is efficiently (∼ 1 M yr−1 ) transported by the
Galactic bar into the Galactic center through two “dust
lanes” (Sormani & Barnes 2019). The situation is similar to that seen in external barred galaxies such as
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NGC 1300 or NGC 5383, where there are “two dust
lanes leaving the nucleus one on each side of the bar and
extending into the spiral arms” (Sandage 1961). The
gas flows along the dust lanes almost radially from the
Milky Way disc at R ' 3 kpc down to the outskirts
of the central molecular zone (CMZ) at R ' 200 pc.
Some of this gas accretes onto the CMZ, and some overshoots and crashes onto the dust lane on the opposite
side (e.g. Sormani et al. 2019). Preliminary results suggest that about half is accreted, and half overshoots
(Hatchfield et al. 2020, in preparation). The highest
line-of-sight velocities over the entire Milky Way disk
(vLSR ' 270 km s−1 and vLSR ' −220 km s−1 ) are found
at the intersection points between the dust lanes and
the CMZ.
Here, we seek to study star formation at the intersection of the Galactic bar dust lanes and the CMZ using
the H II regions of Sgr E. As the plasma zones surrounding O- and B-type stars, H II regions are clear markers
of recent (high mass) star formation. H II regions are
often found in large complexes. Together, these large
complexes constitute the bulk of the ionizing luminosity
of the Milky Way (Murray & Rahman 2010).
Sgr E is an H II region complex with tens of members
found towards the Galactic center. Most of the Sgr E
regions have angular sizes of ∼ 3000 (Liszt 1992; Gray
et al. 1993; Gray 1994). We show a Spitzer infrared
view of the Galactic center, including Sgr E, in Figure 1.
The relatively uniform flux and size of the Sgr E H II
regions, as well as its lack of a central concentration,
distinguishes Sgr E from other H II region complexes (see
Sgr B1, Sgr B2, and Sgr D in Figure 1). In other H II
region complexes there is usually a wide range of H II
region luminosities, and therefore one region dominates
the emission and has a larger size.
The radio continuum emission from many Sgr E H II
regions was measured by Liszt (1992); Gray et al. (1993);
Gray (1994) and was found to be largely thermal; these
authors thus concluded that most of the continuum
sources in the direction of Sgr E are indeed H II regions. The diffuse ionized gas properties of the regions
were studied using [C II] and [N II] lines by Langer et al.
(2015), who confirmed that diffuse ionized gas is associated with Sgr E.
Sgr E is at the intersection point between the far
dust lane and the CMZ. The velocity of Sgr E is ∼
−200 km s−1 (Cram et al. 1996), which is a larger absolute velocity than any known Galactic H II region (cf.
Anderson et al. 2014). We show in Figure 2 a longitudevelocity diagram of the entire Galactic center region.
Its longitude of ` ' 358.5◦ is outside the nominal CMZ.
Although the precise definition of the CMZ varies in

the literature, it is often defined as extending down to
` = 359◦ , or ∼ 150 pc at the Galactic Center distance.
Assuming Sgr E is at the 8.2 kpc distance to the Galactic
center (Abuter et al. 2019), it is located at a projected
distance from the Galactic center of ∼ 220 pc. Because
of its location on the edge of the CMZ, the Sgr E H II regions may have similar properties to those of the CMZ.
Alternatively, the Sgr E H II regions may be more similar
to those found in the Milky Way disk.
The unusual nature of Sgr E is likely caused by its
location near to the Galactic center, and to its resultant high space velocity. In this paper we aim to understand the membership, motion, and evolutionary state
of Sgr E, and to connect it to the larger flows of gas into
the CMZ.
2. DATA AND ANALYSIS

Including observations discussed below (Section 2.2),
there are 19 known H II regions in the Sgr E complex.
Sensitive MeerKAT 1.28 GHz radio continuum observations (Section 2.3) show that there are at least 44 H II
region candidates in the same Galactic zone. Future
spectroscopic observations may confirm that these candidates are true H II regions in the Sgr E complex, which
would bring the total number of Sgr E H II regions to
nearly 80.
In Section 2.3, we compare the radio continuum properties of the Sgr E H II regions with those of the W51
H II regions. Like Sgr E, W51 is a large complex of tens
of H II regions (Mehringer 1994; Anderson et al. 2014).
There are few Galactic H II region complexes known that
consist of similar numbers of H II regions, and therefore
W51 provides a natural comparison to Sgr E. W51 is
located at a Galactocentric radius of ∼ 6 kpc, and so
allows us to compare the properties of a disk H II region
complex to that of Sgr E, which is close to the Galactic
center.
2.1. The WISE Catalog of Galactic HII Regions
Anderson et al. (2014) cataloged all known and candidate Galactic H II regions using data from the WISE and
Spitzer satellites, in conjunction with radio continuum
data from various surveys, creating the “WISE Catalog” of Galactic H II regions (hereafter the “WISE Catalog”). They classified objects as “known” H II regions
that have measured ionized gas velocities, “candidate”
H II regions that have detected radio continuum emission, and “radio-quiet” H II region candidates that have
the characteristic MIR morphology of H II regions but
lack radio continuum emission.
The WISE Catalog V2.1 lists 16 known H II regions
whose locations (359.3◦ > ` > 358.3◦ ; |b| < 0.2◦ ) and
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Figure 1. Spitzer three-color infrared view of the Galactic center region, with MIPSGAL 24 µm (red; Carey et al. 2009),
GLIMPSE 8.0 µm (green; Benjamin et al. 2003; Churchwell et al. 2009), and GLIMPSE 3.6 µm (blue). Massive star formation
regions have bright red 24 µm emission, and we identify some of these regions by name. White contours are of 13 CO 2 → 1
emission (Schuller et al. 2017) integrated over velocity (Section 2.6) and the yellow box denotes the Sgr E complex.

0

Figure 2. Longitude-velocity diagram of the inner Galaxy. The background is integrated 12 CO intensity (Dame et al. 2001),
integrated over |b| < 1◦ . WISE Catalog H II regions with measured hydrogen radio recombination line velocities are shown in
red and those with only velocities of their associated molecular gas are shown in green. The black box highlights the nominal
longitude zone of the CMZ: 2◦ to −1.1◦ . The red box highlights the zone used to define Sgr E in this work: 359.3◦ > ` > 358.3◦ ,
−170 km s−1 > vLSR > −200 km s−1 . The Sgr E H II regions are located at the intersection point of the far dust lane and the
CMZ.

velocities (VLSR < −170 km s−1 ) place them in the Sgr E
complex. Based on their radial velocities, two other
known H II regions in the same Galactic zone are not in
the complex: G358.881+00.057 and G358.643+00.035.
In the same zone there are 17 H II region candidates and
68 radio-quiet candidates in V2.1 of the WISE catalog.
There are 45 known, 2 candidate, and 14 radio-quiet
candidate H II regions in V2.1 of the WISE Catalog in
the zone of W51: 50◦ > ` > 48.5◦ , −0.2◦ > b > −0.6◦ .

Because the WISE Catalog sources were classified using
1.4 GHz data that may be optically thick for young H II
regions, this census of W51 may exclude ultracompact
and hypercompact H II regions; we expect that the same
bias also exists for the population in Sgr E.
2.2. Green Bank Telescope Recombination Line
Observations
We observe radio recombination line (RRL) emission
using the Green Bank Telescope from three WISE H II
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Figure 3. Spitzer three-color images of the Sgr E (top) and W51 (bottom) complexes, with the same colors as those of Figure 1.
Both panels are 140 × 70 pc for the respective distances (8.2 kpc for Sgr E and 5.4 kpc for W51). Circles in both panels show
WISE Catalog H II regions, with known H II regions in red, candidate H II regions with detected radio continuum in cyan, and
radio-quiet H II region candidates in yellow. H II regions surrounded by dashed circles are not part of the respective complexes.
The white contours are of 13 CO integrated intensity; SEDIGISM J = 2 → 1 emission for Sgr E (see Section 2.6) and GRS
J = 1 → 0 for W51. The contour levels are set to the same values of H2 column: 5 × 1021 , 1.2 × 1022 , and 3.1 × 1022 cm−2 ,
using the conversions in Schuller et al. (2017) and Simon et al. (2001).

region candidates in order to determine if they belong
to Sgr E. H II regions in the Sgr E complex will have
velocities near −200 km s−1 . These three sources are
the WISE Catalog H II region candidates in the Sgr E
field that have the brightest radio continuum emission,
as assessed by NVSS 1.4 GHz data (Condon et al. 1998)
(RRL observations took place before aquiring MeerKAT
data).
We use the same observational setup as that of Anderson et al. (2011), tuning to 7 usable Hnα RRLs at
X-band (8-10 GHz). We observe each source for 12 minutes on-source, and 12 minutes off-source, and average
all 15 lines together (at two polarizations) after regridding to a common velocity resolution (see Balser 2006).

We smooth the resultant spectrum to 1.86 km s−1 spectral resolution and fit Gaussian models.
All three observed H II region candidates have velocities near −200 km s−1 ; we thus confirm that they belong
to Sgr E. We give their RRL properties in Table 1, which
lists for each source the name from the WISE Catalog,
the RA and Dec pointed to in the observations, the peak
line height, velocity, and FWHM from the Gaussian fits
(TL , VLSR , and ∆V , respectively), and the rms noise.
2.3. Radio Continuum Observations
The radio flux density from an H II region comes
from thermal plasma emitting Bremsstrahlung radiation. The intensity of this radiation is therefore related
to the ionizing photon production rate, or the Lyman
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Table 1. GBT Hydrogen RRL Parameters
Name

G358.517+0.036
G358.796+0.001
G358.844+0.026

RA (J2000)

Dec (J2000)

TL

σTL

VLSR

(hh:mm:ss.s)

(dd:mm:ss)

(mK)

(mK)

17:41:54.3
17:42:43.1
17:42:44.2

−30:10:49
−29:57:41
−29:54:26

17.1
20.8
12.2

0.09
0.12
0.12

continuum luminosity Nly . More massive stars will produce more ionizing photons and have higher values of
Nly . Radio continuum observations therefore allow us
to estimate the spectral types of the star ionizing H II
regions. Such estimations are necessarily uncertain; the
values of Nly assume that no photons are leaking from
the H II regions (Oey & Kennicutt 1997; Luisi et al.
2016), and no dust attenuation of Lyman continuum
photons. The conversion between Nly and spectral type
assumes a single ionizing star and a luminosity class.
The Sgr E region was observed by MeerKAT as part
of its commissioning-phase survey of the Galactic Centre region. The pointing relevant to this work was observed on 23 June 2018, centered at (RA, Dec [J2000]) =
(17:41:36.530, −30:09:56.39). The data reduction procedure follows that of Heywood et al. (2019), but we
provide a brief overview here. The data were averaged
from their native 4,096 channels by a factor of 4, and
flagged using the tfcrop algorithm in the CASA package (McMullin et al. 2007). Delay and bandpass corrections were derived from observations of the primary
calibrator source PKS B1934-638, which was also used to
determine absolute flux scaling. Time-dependent gains
were derived from observations of the strong (8 Jy at
1.28 GHz) calibrator source 1827−360, which was observed for 1 minute for every 10 minute target scan.
Following the application of these corrections, the target
data were imaged using wsclean (Offringa et al. 2014)
with multiscale cleaning (Offringa & Smirnov 2017) and
iterative masking. Phase-only self-calibration solutions
were derived for every 128 seconds of data using the CubiCal package (Kenyon et al. 2018), and the imaging
process was repeated. A primary beam correction was
applied using an azimuthally-averaged Stokes I beam
model evaluated at 1.28 GHz using the eidos package
(Asad et al. 2019).
Using the MeerKAT 1.28 GHz data, we derive values for the flux density of the 19 Sgr E H II regions by
integrating over apertures that enclose each source, as
determined by eye. We subtract an average background
value, determined from 1000 annulus apertures surrounding each source. The background-subtracted flux den-

( km s

−1

−217.0
−206.9
−204.3

σVLSR
)

−1

( km s

∆V
)

0.09
0.10
0.12

−1

( km s

35.6
33.9
24.3

σ∆V
)

−1

( km s

rms
)

(mK)

0.22
0.23
0.28

3.0
3.3
2.8

sity values range from 4.4 to 576.7 mJy. We convert the
background-subtracted flux densities to Lyman continuum luminosities (Nly ), assuming all radio continuum
emission is thermal, using

Nly
≈ 4.76×1048
s−1



Sν
Jy



Te
K

−0.45 

ν 0.1
GHz



d
kpc

2

(1)
(Rubin 1968), where Sν is the measured flux density, Te
is the electron temperature, ν is the observing frequency
of 1.28 GHz, and d is the distance. We assume an electron temperature Te = 6000 K, which is appropriate for
H II regions near to the Galactic center (Balser et al.
2011, 2016) and use a distance of 8.2 kpc. For O-type
stars, we convert Nly values to main sequence spectral
types assuming single ionizing sources using the calibration of Martins et al. (2010). For B-type stars, we
convert using the data compiled in Armentrout et al.
(2017).
The conversion from radio continuum luminosity to
Nly and spectral type is uncertain. This calculation assumes that the free-free radio-continuum emission is optically thin, which should be roughly correct for populations of H II regions (Makai et al. 2017). It also assumes minimal dust absorption of ultra-violet photons
and minimal leakage of these photons into the interstellar medium. Finally, the spectral type conversion assumes that all stars are main sequence, and single (not
binary).
We list the radio continuum flux densities, the number of Lyman continuum photons, and the spectral types
(assuming a single main sequence ionizing sources) of the
19 known Sgr E H II regions in Table 2. As can be seen
in this table, the Sgr E H II regions have a relatively narrow range of Lyman continuum luminosities and spectral types, ranging from log10 (Nly /s−1 ) ' 46.47, corresponding to a B1V star, to log10 (Nly /s−1 ) ' 48.58, corresponding to a O7V star. Sgr E is therefore lacking even
modestly large stars like θ1 Orionis C, the most massive
star in the Orion nebula (e.g.; Kraus et al. 2009); θ1 Orionis C has a temperature of 39000±1000 K (Simón-Dı́az

.
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et al. 2006), which corresponds to that of an O5.5-O6V
star using the data from Martins et al. (2010).
We also use the 1.28 GHz MeerKAT data to determine
which WISE Catalog radio-quiet sources have radio continuum emission. Within the zone containing Sgr E,
there are 68 radio-quiet WISE Catalog V2.1 sources. Of
these, 26 have detectable radio continuum emission, and
are therefore, in the terminology of the WISE Catalog,
H II region candidates. We thus increase the number
of H II region candidates in this zone to 43. As we did
for the Sgr E H II regions, we measure the radio continuum intensity for the 40 candidate H II regions in the
MeerKAT field and convert these values to Nly and spectral types assuming they lie at the distance to Sgr E; we
give these values in Table 3. As expected, the candidates
are smaller in angle and less luminous.
Figure 4 compares the properties of the Sgr E H II
regions and candidates against the first quadrant H II
regions from Makai et al. (2017) and the W51 H II regions in the WISE Catalog, again as computed by Makai
et al. (2017). We see in the top left panel of Figure 4
that the Sgr E H II region Nly distribution is narrow and
peaks near log10 (Nly /s−1 ) = 48, equivalent to that of
an O9V star. The first quadrant distribution is broader
and peaks closer to log10 (Nly /s−1 ) = 48.5, between the
output of O7V and O8V stars. The distribution for the
W51 H II regions is broad and ranges from the equivalent
of B0V to larger than O3V stars.
The Sgr E diameters in the top right panel of Figure 4
are estimated by eye from the Meerkat 1.28 GHz data
whereas those of W51 and the first quadrant are from
the WISE Catalog. The Sgr E H II regions diameter distribution is sharply peaked near ∼ 4 pc, which is near to
the average of the first quadrant H II region distribution.
The distribution for W51 is skewed to smaller values.
The bottom left panel of Figure 4 shows that the combination of Nly and diameter for the Sgr E H II regions
is not unusual. Older H II regions should move to the
right on this plot as they expand with age. The size
and expansion rate depend on the ambient gas density,
so comparing populations on this graph can only give
rough suggestions of age. That the data for the Sgr E
H II regions fall to the right of the first quadrant population suggests that the age of the Sgr E H II regions
may be larger than the average of first quadrant H II regions. The W51 H II regions are predominantly found
to the left of the first quadrant H II region distribution,
consistent with lower ages. Bik et al. (2019) found that
W51 has an age of 3 Myr or less. This analysis suggests
that Sgr E is older than 3 Myr.
The bottom right panel of Figure 4 shows the distance distribution for the Sgr E and W51 H II regions

and candidates. For each known and candidate H II region in a given complex, we compute the distance from
its centroid to the centroids of all other known and candidate H II regions in the same complex. The distance
distribution histograms for more centrally concentrated
samples will therefore peak at lower values. We see that
the median distance between sources in Sgr E is ∼ 20 pc,
whereas it is ∼ 15 pc for W51. Therefore, the sources in
Sgr E are more broadly distributed than those of W51,
which can be verified by inspection of Figure 3.
2.3.1. The Initial Mass Function and Approximate Age of
Sgr E

Although the conversion from radio continuum luminosity to Lyman continuum luminosity and spectral
type is uncertain, we can use the integrated radio continuum properties of Sgr E to learn about its underlying
stellar population. In Figure 5 we show Monte Carlo
simulations of Lyman continuum luminosities, created
by summing the individual values of all members in a
simulated population. We draw the underlying stellar
populations from a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF
Salpeter 1955), with a power law index of α = −2.35,
and convert between stellar mass and Lyman continuum
luminosity using a relationship we derive from the data
in Martins et al. (2010):



3

2
Nly
M
M
−5
log10 −1 = 3.0 × 10
− 0.0043
s
M
M


M
+ 44.61 ,
+0.25
M
(2)
where M is the mass. Although the data in Martins
et al. (2010) only go down to a spectral type of O9.5, we
assume the trend continues to early B-type stars.
Our simulated populations have three free parameters: the number of stars, the low stellar mass cutoff,
and the high stellar mass cutoff. The low stellar mass
is the completeness limit of a population; lower mass
stars surely exist but we are not sensitive to them. We
choose values for these parameter so that the simulated
populations are comparable to those of the Sgr E and
W51 complexes. For Sgr E, we simulate 19 O-stars between O9.5 and O8, as this is the number of known
H II regions and the approximate stellar-type boundaries
where the sample is complete. We also simulate a population of 62 O-and B-type stars between B2 and O8,
which represents the known and candidate H II regions
of Sgr E, assuming the candidates are part of the complex. Finally, we simulate the population of W51 using
30 O-stars (the number of H II regions in Anderson et al.
2014) ranging from O8.5 to O3. We do random draws
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Figure 4. Comparison of the properties of the Sgr E and W51 H II regions, and the first quadrant H II region population
from Makai et al. (2017). The top left panel shows Lyman continuum photon rates derived from MeerKAT radio continuum
data, the top right panel shows the H II region diameter distributions, the bottom left panel shows diameters versus Lyman
continuum photon rates, and the bottom right panel shows the distances between members (known and candidate H II regions)
of the complexes. In all panels, the distributions for the Sgr E sources are in red, the W51 sources are in blue, and the known
H II region population is in grey. The Sgr E H II regions are less luminous on average compared to the W51 and first quadrant
H II region populations, but have similar diameters, which implies that the age of the Sgr E H II regions is less than that of the
first quadrant population, and much less than that of W51. The Sgr E H II regions and candidates are further apart from each
other on average than those of W51.

from the Salpeter IMF 10,000 times for each set of parameters and display histograms of the values obtained
by summing Nly from the individual simulated stars in
Figure 5. Vertical lines in Figure 5 indicate integrated
Lyman continuum properties from all complex members;
for Sgr E these are the sums of the Lyman continuum
columns in Tables 2 and 3.
Figure 5 shows that the integrated Lyman continuum luminosities of Sgr E and W51 are well-represented
by the chosen parameters. The addition of lower mass
stars, representative of the candidate Sgr E H II regions,
lowers the summed values of Nly , but has little impact
when the number of stars is also increased. Increasing

the upper mass cutoff dramatically shifts the results to
higher values of Nly .
In Figure 6 we explore the IMF further by plotting the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the Lyman
continuum photon production rates of the Sgr E H II
regions, and comparing this curve against a Monte Carlo
sampling of the IMF. We again use a Salpeter IMF and
a mass range of O9.5 to O8, drawing 500 populations.
We find that the IMF implied by the Lyman continuum
photons rates of the Sgr E H II regions is not anomalous,
which a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test confirms.
We conclude from these analyses that the Sgr E H II
regions show no signs of being powered by an unusual
stellar population, although our results imply a rela-
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Table 2. Sgr E H II Region Radio Continuum Parameters
Name

RA (J2000)

G358.517+00.035
G358.530+00.055
G358.552−00.026
G358.600−00.058
G358.616−00.077
G358.643−00.035
G358.652−00.079
G358.680−00.088
G358.684−00.117
G358.694−00.076
G358.720+00.010
G358.787+00.061
G358.796+00.001
G358.802−00.012
G358.827+00.085
G358.844+00.026
G358.946+00.003
G358.982−00.030
G359.161−00.038

(hh:mm:ss.s)

(dd:mm:ss)

17:41:54.3
17:41:51.3
17:42:13.7
17:42:28.3
17:42:34.6
17:42:28.8
17:42:41.6
17:42:48.8
17:42:54.6
17:42:46.2
17:42:29.8
17:42:27.6
17:42:42.9
17:42:47.0
17:42:28.4
17:42:44.4
17:43:04.4
17:43:17.5
17:43:45.3

−30:10:49
−30:09:26
−30:10:57
−30:09:31
−30:09:25
−30:06:39
−30:07:32
−30:06:27
−30:07:05
−30:05:17
−30:01:14
−29:55:58
−29:57:44
−29:57:44
−29:53:25
−29:54:27
−29:49:57
−29:49:10
−29:40:22

VLSR
( km s

Diameter

−1

)

(pc)

−217.0
−212.6
−208.5
−211.6
−211.1
−208.9
−211.2
−208.3
−210.7
−207.8
−206.1
−206.6
−206.9
−206.4
−193.3
−209.3
−182.2
−193.3; −5.4
−182.5; −215.6

PDF

5

3.4
3.4
3.9
3.8
3.1
3.0
3.4
3.9
2.8
4.0
2.7
5.5
0.7
1.5
4.0
1.9
3.4
7.4
2.1

F1.28 GHz
(mJy)
48.8
117.8
129.0
576.7
79.0
196.3
116.0
96.1
217.9
127.3
123.0
537.2
4.4
97.2
98.8
36.1
75.7
68.3
90.6

49.0

49.5 50.0 50.5
log [ (s )]

51.0

Figure 5. Simulated integrated Lyman continuum photon
rates. Vertical lines show values derived for Sgr E and W51.
Both complexes are well-described by the chosen parameters.

tively high mass-completeness limit. We caution again
that the conversion between radio continuum luminosity, Nly , and stellar type is poor for the reasons discussed
previously.
The upper mass of that of O8 stars implies an evolved
state. Ekström et al. (2012) find main sequences lifetimes of a few Myr for O7 and O8 stars. We propose
3 − 5 Myr for Sgr E, assuming the stars are co-eval.

log10 (s

−1

Sp. Type

)

47.51
47.89
47.93
48.58
47.72
48.11
47.88
47.80
48.16
47.92
47.91
48.55
46.47
47.81
47.81
47.38
47.70
47.65
47.78

O9.5
O9
O9
O7
O9.5
O8.5
O9
O9
O8.5
O9
O9
O7
B1
O9
O9
B0
O9.5
O9.5
O9

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0

log10 (Nly )

1.0

N=19, O9.5 Min, O8 Max
N=62, B2 Min, O8 Max
N=30, O8.5 Min, O3 Max

CDF

Sgr E Known HII
Sgr E Known+
Candidate HII
W51 HII

Dec (J2000)

0.0

Sgr E Known HII
O9.5 Min, O8 Max
47.8

48.0
log10[Nly (s 1)]

48.2

Figure 6. Cumulative distribution function for the Lyman
continuum photon production rates of the Sgr E H II regions
and Monte Carlo samples of a Salpeter IMF ranging from
O9.5 to O8.

2.4. Mid-Infrared Observations
Anderson et al. (2015) noticed that compared to other
Galactic H II regions, the Sgr E nebulae are deficient in
∼ 10 µm emission compared to ∼ 20 µm emission. The
∼ 10 µm emission seen toward H II regions is from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Tielens 2008),
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Table 3. Candidate Sgr E H II Region Radio Continuum Parameters
Name

G358.305+00.074
G358.358−00.042
G358.366+00.034
G358.413+00.049
G358.463+00.063
G358.482+00.060
G358.488+00.077
G358.505+00.069
G358.516−00.065
G358.561−00.096
G358.593+00.099
G358.618−00.060
G358.667−00.044
G358.700−00.055
G358.711+00.036
G358.714+00.054
G358.718−00.041
G358.720−00.127
G358.730+00.052
G358.734+00.053
G358.735−00.002
G358.736+00.005
G358.745−00.007
G358.753+00.053
G358.772+00.030
G358.793+00.012
G358.798+00.069
G358.804+00.036
G358.830−00.022
G358.835+00.017
G358.858−00.022
G358.890+00.081
G358.894+00.094
G358.931−00.038
G358.931−00.030
G358.934−00.151
G358.951−00.018
G358.973+00.003
G358.983+00.037
G359.137+00.030

RA (J2000)

Dec (J2000)

Diameter

F1.28 GHz

log10 (Nly )a

(hh:mm:ss.s)

(dd:mm:ss)

(pc)

(mJy)

log10 (s−1 )

17:41:14.1
17:41:47.5
17:41:33.4
17:41:35.7
17:41:40.1
17:41:43.2
17:41:40.0
17:41:44.4
17:42:18.2
17:42:31.5
17:41:50.2
17:42:31.4
17:42:34.9
17:42:42.0
17:42:22.2
17:42:18.7
17:42:41.9
17:43:02.1
17:42:21.4
17:42:21.9
17:42:34.9
17:42:33.4
17:42:37.7
17:42:24.4
17:42:32.6
17:42:40.0
17:42:27.4
17:42:36.7
17:42:53.3
17:42:45.1
17:42:57.6
17:42:37.8
17:42:35.5
17:43:11.3
17:43:09.8
17:43:39.1
17:43:10.0
17:43:07.6
17:43:01.9
17:43:25.5

−30:20:23
−30:21:49
−30:18:33
−30:15:44
−30:12:33
−30:11:48
−30:10:57
−30:10:23
−30:14:32
−30:12:40
−30:04:48
−30:08:39
−30:05:42
−30:04:21
−30:00:52
−30:00:10
−30:03:05
−30:05:34
−29:59:30
−29:59:09
−30:00:52
−30:00:36
−30:00:35
−29:58:10
−29:57:57
−29:57:31
−29:55:28
−29:56:08
−29:56:40
−29:55:12
−29:55:13
−29:50:20
−29:49:44
−29:52:00
−29:51:43
−29:55:26
−29:50:22
−29:48:35
−29:46:58
−29:39:21

1.1
4.1
2.0
1.1
1.8
2.8
2.8
1.1
3.4
1.4
1.6
1.7
0.7
0.7
1.5
1.0
0.9
1.8
1.0
0.8
1.5
1.3
0.8
3.4
1.4
1.0
0.6
2.4
0.9
1.0
0.9
1.2
2.2
1.2
0.6
2.3
1.1
1.6
1.0
1.7

26.7
29.1
23.7
2.5
15.5
29.8
12.3
4.5
2.8
5.4
9.3
33.7
0.3
1.2
8.4
3.9
1.7
41.5
0.7
1.4
6.7
6.3
1.2
42.4
12.4
2.6
7.0
14.1
1.7
1.8
3.0
17.7
8.4
3.9
0.6
4.3
8.5
20.3
1.3
15.6

a Assuming the sources are associated with Sgr E at a distance of 8.2 kpc.

47.24
47.28
47.19
46.21
47.01
47.29
46.90
46.47
46.26
46.55
46.79
47.34
45.24
45.88
46.74
46.41
46.04
47.43
45.65
45.95
46.64
46.62
45.89
47.44
46.91
46.23
46.66
46.96
46.03
46.06
46.30
47.06
46.74
46.41
45.58
46.45
46.74
47.12
45.93
47.01

Sp. Typea

B0.5
B0
B0.5
B1.5
B0.5
B0
B0.5
B1
B1.5
B1
B1
B0
B2
B1.5
B1
B1
B1.5
B0
B2
B1.5
B1
B1
B1.5
B0
B0.5
B1.5
B1
B0.5
B1.5
B1.5
B1.5
B0.5
B1
B1
B2
B1
B1
B0.5
B1.5
B0.5
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which fluoresce in the presence of ultra-violet photons
(Voit 1992). This emission therefore traces photodissociation regions (PDRs). It is most readily detected
in Spitzer IRAC 8.0 µm or WISE 12 µm observations.
Emission at ∼ 20 µm is largely due to small dust grains
stochastically heated in the ionized hydrogen volume. It
is most readily detected in Spitzer MIPS 24 µm or WISE
22 µm observations.
We further explore the apparent ∼ 10 µm deficiency
using WISE data at 12 and 22 µm. The WISE 22 µm
band saturates for point sources at 12.4 Jy (see WISE
explanatory supplement1 ) which is more than six times
higher than that for the Spitzer MIPSGAL survey, 2 Jy
(Carey et al. 2009). The two WISE bands are for our
purposes equivalent to the Spitzer 8.0 and 24 µm bands
(Anderson et al. 2012b; Makai et al. 2017). We therefore
prefer WISE photometry over that of Spitzer to reduce
the impact of saturation.
We expand the radio continuum-defined apertures to
encompass the MIR emission and measure the WISE
flux densities at 12 and 22 µm. We use the same aperture for each WISE band, and use the pixels on the
boundary of the apertures to estimate the background
levels. One of the Sgr E H II regions (G358.600−00.058)
has significant saturation in the 12 and 22 µm data such
that more than 1% of the pixels in their aperture has a
value of “NaN.” We exclude the WISE flux density from
this region from further analysis.
We see in Figure 7 that the Sgr E H II regions indeed
have high 22 to 12 µm flux ratios compared to the W51
and first Galactic quadrant H II regions from Makai et al.
(2017). The integrated 22 to 12 µm ratios for the Sgr E
H II regions are on average higher than those of the first
quadrant: 8.6 ± 2.2 versus 2.7 ± 1.6, where the uncertainties are the standard deviations in the distributions.
Because the W51 H II regions have flux ratios similar to
those of the first quadrant populations, the high ratios
of the Sgr E H II regions cannot be a general feature of
large H II region complexes.
2.4.1. Origin of the ∼ 10 µm Deficiency
We suggest three possibilities for the ∼ 10 µm deficiency of the Sgr E H II regions compared to their
∼ 20 µm emission: dust attenuation, an enhancement
of ∼ 20 µm emission (the 20 µm emission is unusual, not
the 10 µm emission), and environmental effects caused
by the high space velocity and intense radiation field.
Dust attenuation cannot explain the ∼ 10 µm deficiency. Indebetouw et al. (2005) found that the extinction ratio A8.0 µm /AK ' 0.4, where AK is the ex1

http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/expsup/

tinction in the 2.17 µm 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006)
KS band. Flaherty et al. (2007) found that for Spitzer,
the extinction at 24 µm is about half that of the KS
band, and therefore A24 µm /A8.0 µm ' 0.8. The ratio
A22 µm /A12 µm will be even closer to unity. Furthermore, ∼ 10 µm emission is strongly detected toward the
Sgr E H II region interiors, suggesting that attenuation
is not the cause (see Figure 3).
We compare the ratios of 12 and 22 µm fluxes to the
radio continuum fluxes to investigate whether the 22 µm
emission is enhanced. The 22 µm to radio continuum
ratio is relatively similar for all H II regions, especially
for bright regions where the photometric uncertainties
are minimized (Makai et al. 2017). We find the average
flux ratios for the Sgr E regions are F22 µm /F21 cm =
47.6±34.2 while they are F22 µm /F21 cm = 85.1±40.0 for
the Makai et al. (2017) sample. We therefore conclude
that the 22 µm flux is not enhanced – if anything, it may
be slightly decreased relative to that of the general H II
region population. A similar result was mentioned by
Liszt (2009), who found that the Sgr E H II regions are
brighter in the IR and weaker in the radio than those in
Sgr B2.
We hypothesize that the lack of ∼ 10 µm emission from
the Sgr E H II regions is instead caused by their location in the Galaxy. The high velocity of Sgr E may
ram-pressure strip the PDRs (see below), removing the
material necessary for ∼ 10 µm emission. Under this hypothesis, it is the Galactic location of Sgr E rather than
the intrinsic properties of the regions that would cause
the strange MIR flux ratios. The radial velocity of these
sources is ∼ −200 km s−1 , and they are therefore orbiting the Galactic center at high velocity. Interactions
between the regions and local gas may be sufficient to
strip the PDRs surrounding these regions. The 22 µm
emission, however, is from very small grains that must
be continually replenished (Everett & Churchwell 2010),
so the stripping can lead to high 22 µm to 12 µm flux
density ratios. The strong interstellar radiation field
(ISRF) near the Galactic center may destroy the PAHs
that give rise to ∼ 10 µm emission (e.g., Pavlyuchenkov
et al. 2013), but this would likely also apply to the Sgr
B1 and Sgr B2 complexes, an effect that is not observed
(see Figure 1). Furthermore, if the ISRF were destroying the PAHs associated with the Sgr E H II regions, we
would expect this destruction to be more complete on
the side of the H II regions facing the Galactic center,
and therefore we would see an asymmetry in the 8.0 µm
and 12 µm emission; this effect is also not observed (see
Figure 3).
2.5. Far-Infrared Observations
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Figure 7. WISE 12 and 22 µm fluxes for first Galactic quadrant H II regions from Makai et al. (2017) (grey), W51 (blue), and
the Sgr E H II regions (red). The average 22 to 12 µm flux ratio of the Sgr E H II regions is two times greater than that of
the average for a sample of first Galactic quadrant H II regions, but those of W51 are more similar to the overall distribution.
The left panel shows a scatter plot of the two distributions; error bars in the upper left show typical uncertainties of 29% on a
10 mJy 12 µm flux and 20% on a 10 mJy 22 µm flux (Makai et al. 2017). The right panel shows normalized histograms; vertical
lines in the right panel represent unweighted average values.
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Figure 8. Three-color images with ATLASGAL 870 µm (red), Hi-Gal 250 µm (green), and Hi-Gal 70 µm (blue). The fields for
Sgr E (left panel) and W51 (right panel) are the same as those of Figure 3, and the symbol colors are the same as those of that
figure. The white contours are derived from 13 CO integrated intensity emission at values of H2 column of 5 × 1021 , 1.2 × 1022 ,
and 3.1 × 1022 cm−2 (see Section 2.6).

At far-infrared wavelengths, the spectral energy distribution from dust associated with an H II region is dominated by thermal emission from large grains. H II regions
are born in dusty molecular clouds, and collect dust in
their PDRs as they expand outward. The thermal emission from this dust peaks near 100 µm, and so has a temperature of ∼ 30 K. Here, we examine Herschel Hi-Gal
data from 70−500 µm (Molinari et al. 2010), and ATLASGAL data at 870 µm (Schuller et al. 2009). Emission at 70 µm is caused by a combination of small grains
from within the ionized volumes and large grains from
the PDRs, whereas the longer wavelengths are dominated by the emission from large dust grains.
We show a FIR three-color image of Sgr E in
Figure 8. All Sgr E H II regions are detected at
70 µm, but few are detected at longer wavelengths.

Only 4 Sgr E H II regions are detected at 160 µm
(G358.684−00.117 G358.720+00.010 G358.796+0.001,
and G358.802−00.012), and 3 each at 250, 350,
and 500 µm (G358.684−00.117 G358.720+00.010, and
G358.802−00.012). Only Sgr E H II region G358.720+0.011
has 870 µm emission that matches the extent of the MIR
emission. Both non-Sgr E H II regions in the field of
Sgr E are strongly detected at all FIR wavelengths.
We compute the flux densities for the detected regions
at 70, 160, 250, 350, 500, and 870 µm using the same
methodology as we did for the MIR data. For a comparison data set, we also compile the average flux densities
at the same wavelengths from the H II regions in Anderson et al. (2012b). The H II region sample in Anderson
et al. (2012b) consisted of H II regions falling within the
coverage of the Herschel Hi-Gal survey (Molinari et al.
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Figure 9. Spectral energy distributions for H II regions.
The data points are (normalized) averages of the measured
fluxes, fit by Planck functions with dust emissivity index
β = 2. The dust associated with Sgr E H II regions is on
average ∼ 7 K warmer than that of other H II regions.

2010) at the time of writing, and covered parts of the
1st and 4th Galactic quadrants. We use only the average flux densities from H II regions that have Lyman
continuum photon fluxes similar to those of the Sgr E
H II regions: log10 (Nly /s−1 ) = 47 − 49. For each region,
we normalize by the flux density at the highest intensity wavelength and fit Planck functions to the average
normalized flux densities, with a dust emissivity index
β = 2. As shown in Figure 9, the dust associated with
the Sgr E H II regions is warmer than that of the other
H II regions, 33.4 ± 0.1 K versus 26.3 ± 0.4 K. All five
Sgr E H II regions with FIR emission have higher 70 µm
fluxes compared to their 160 µm fluxes, which only occurs for about one third of first quadrant H II regions
(Anderson et al. 2012a; Makai et al. 2017).
This FIR signature may be caused by an additional
heating source present for the Sgr E H II regions, or by
the lack of PDRs. The SEDs of H II regions without
PDRs would lack cold dust emission, which would skew
them towards shorter wavelengths.
2.6. SEDIGISM
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CO 2 → 1 Observations

The Structure, Excitation, and Dynamics of the Inner Galactic Interstellar Medium (SEDIGISM; Schuller
et al. 2017, F. Schuller et al. 2020, submitted) survey
covers 18◦ ≥ ` ≥ −60◦ , | b | ≤ 0.5◦ in the J = 2 → 1
rotational transition of 13 CO. The optical depth of this
transition is far smaller than that of the more commonly observed 12 CO 1 → 0 line, both because 13 CO
is less abundant than 12 CO by a factor of ∼ 50 and
also because the J = 2 level is excited by conditions
less commonly found in the dense interstellar medium.
The SEDIGISM data were taken by the SHFI single-

pixel instrument at the Atacama Pathfinder Experiment
(APEX) telescope. The spatial resolution is 3000 .
The SEDIGISM data show that the Sgr E H II regions
are coincident with a large molecular cloud, hereafter
referred to as the “Sgr E cloud.” We show intensity
SEDIGISM data in Figure 10, integrated from −220 to
−170 km s−1 . The Sgr E cloud is elongated along Galactic east-west and extends ∼ 0.6◦ (90 pc) in longitude
and ∼ 0.2◦ (30 pc) in latitude. There is additional 13 CO
emission to the west that, based on its morphology and
proximity to the Sgr E cloud, appears to be a continuation of the Sgr E cloud. Patchy emission to the east
may also be associated with Sgr E. Comparison of Figure 10 with Figure 1 of Sormani & Barnes (2019) shows
that the Sgr E cloud is the terminal portion of the farside dust lane. The presence of CO gas at the location
and velocity of Sgr E was detected previously, but not
identified as being part of Sgr E (see Bania 1977, their
Figure 1).
Although most of the Sgr E H II regions are seen in
the direction of the Sgr E molecular cloud, the smallscale spatial correlation between 13 CO intensity and H II
region locations is poor. A number of Sgr E H II regions are west of the Sgr E cloud and are not coincident
with molecular material. Only G358.974−00.021 is spatially coincident with a molecular clump seen in 13 CO
(this region is not detected in FIR observations; see Section 2.5).
While it is not unusual to have a lack of compact CO
emission in the direction of H II regions, it does give us
clues as to the ages of the Sgr E H II regions. Anderson &
Bania (2009) found that angularly small ultra-compact
H II regions, which are presumably young on average,
have stronger association with 13 CO, and the CO/H II
region correlation is weak for diffuse H II regions that
are presumably more evolved. We thus conclude that
the 13 CO emission for the Sgr E H II regions indicates
that they are an evolved population.
The first moment map of Figure 10 shows a strong
velocity gradient in the Sgr E molecular cloud, ranging
from −220 km s−1 in the west to −170 km s−1 in the
east. This velocity gradient mirrors that found for individual H II regions (Figure 12). The additional clouds
to the west show a range of velocities, but are generally
consistent with the −220 km s−1 velocity of the western
edge of the Sgr E molecular cloud. The clouds to the
east are for the most part near −170 km s−1 , consistent
with the eastern edge of the Sgr E molecular cloud.
As measured by SEDIGISM, the Sgr E molecular
cloud is massive, but not exceptionally so. Averaged
over the entire cloud, the integrated 13 CO 2 → 1 intensity is I13CO2−1 = 17.6 K km s−1 . We convert I13CO2−1
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greater than that implied by this figure. In support of
this idea, Liszt & Gerin (2018) found that CO emission
is weak or absent along the sight line towards J1744, despite the detection of dense molecular gas. This result
is in contrast to those of the CMZ, which has overluminous CO emission compared to that of the Galactic
disk. The molecular gas at velocities similar to that of
Sgr E does not extend to ±2◦ though, as Liszt & Gerin
(2018) did not find molecular gas at similar velocities in
three additional sightlines located ∼ 2◦ off the Galactic
plane.
The studies toward J1744 found that the gas detected
in absorption is chemically similar to that of the Galactic disk, and dissimilar to gas in the CMZ. Gerin & Liszt
(2017) found that absorption features at velocities similar to those of Sgr E have a high fraction of hydrogen
in molecular form, indicating that they are exposed to a
low far-ultraviolet (FUV) radiation field that encourages
H2 formation.

to a molecular hydrogen column density using the relationship in Schuller et al. (2017): X13 CO2−1 = 1.0+1.0
−0.5 ×
1021 cm−2 ( K km s−1 )−1 . We assume a mean molecular
mass of 2.8 mH , where mH is the mass of one hydrogen
atom. Although this conversion was derived for molecular gas in the disk, it should also apply to the Sgr E
cloud (Gerin & Liszt 2017; Liszt & Gerin 2018; Riquelme
et al. 2018). Under these assumptions, the Sgr E molecular cloud has a mass of M = 3.0 × 105 M . It is not
contained in the cloud catalog of Miville-Deschênes et al.
(2017), but if it were it would be more massive than half
of the identified molecular clouds.
A number of recent studies have detected dense molecular absorption (e.g., in HCO+ , HCN, and HNC) at
velocities consistent with those of Sgr E toward the
blazar J1744−312 (B1741−312), located at (`, b) =
(357.8634◦ , −0.9968◦ ) (Gerin & Liszt 2017; Liszt &
Gerin 2018; Riquelme et al. 2018). The location of J1744
is outside the Sgr E cloud seen in Figure 10, and we thus
conclude that the true distribution of dense molecular
gas with velocities similar to those of Sgr E is much

2.7. GBT NH3 , H2 O, and C2 S Observations

Table 4. NH3 line parameters
Name

G358.616−0.075

RA (J2000)

Dec (J2000)

(hh:mm:ss.ss)

(dd:mm:ss.s)

17:42:34.87

−30:09:17.9

17:42:31.60

−30:10:42.5

Line

TMB

σTMB

VLSR
( km s

−1

σVLSR
)

−1

∆V

σ∆V
)

( km s−1 )

0.1

4.3

0.1

0.1

4.6

0.1

( km s

)

−1

(mK)

(mK)

(1,1)

57.0

1.0

−210.6

(2,2)

36.5

0.7

−212.4

(3,3)

26.6

0.6

−211.5

(4,4)

···

···

···

···

···

···

(5,5)

···

···

···

···

···

···

(1,1)

···

···

···

···

···

···

0.1

( km s

6.2

0.2

17:42:28.62

−30:10:07.4

(1,1)

19.5

0.5

−128.2

0.2

16.7

0.5

17:42:35.05

−30:10:52.7

(1,1)

100.8

1.4

−214.5

0.1

3.7

0.1

17:42:27.58

−30:09:23.3

(1,1)

45.3

1.5

−205.1

17:42:38.90

−30:10:37.0

(1,1)

···

···

···

···

···

···

17:42:28.44

−30:08:32.5

(1,1)

···

···

···

···

···

···

17:42:41.30

−30:10:03.2

17:42:30.86

−30:07:58.5

17:42:42.18

−30:09:12.2

0.1

6.9

0.3

(1,1)

67.3

0.9

−212.8

0.1

2.1

0.1

(1,1)

89.4

0.9

−209.9

0.1

2.1

0.1

(1,1)

101.0

0.7

−217.3

(1,1)

···

···

···

0.1
···

3.7
···

0.1
···

(1,1)

58.5

2.2

−136.6

0.1

6.5

0.3

(1,1)

227.3

2.4

−212.2

0.1

5.6

0.1

0.9

−206.9

0.1

2.8

0.1

17:42:34.68

−30:07:43.0

(1,1)

79.3

17:42:41.11

−30:08:28.4

(1,1)

···

···
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Figure 10. Integrated intensity (left; Moment 0), integrated over −220 to −170 km s−1 , and intensity-weighted mean velocity
(right; Moment 1) of SEDIGISM 13 CO 2 → 1 emission. These data show the 3 × 105 M Sgr E molecular cloud, and the strong
velocity gradient across the cloud. Contours in the left panel highlight significant emission regions and the yellow box on both
panels shows the inset used in other figures.
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Figure 11. Spitzer three-color image of the Sgr E H II regions with NH3 locations overlaid. Green crosses show positions observed in NH3 . Each NH3 observation consists of
seven beams arranged in an hexagonal pattern. For clarity,
the extent is only indicated for the central beam. The white
contours are of 13 CO 2 → 1 integrated intensity emission
(see Section 2.6).
Table 4 (continued)
Name

RA (J2000)

Dec (J2000)

(hh:mm:ss.ss)

(dd:mm:ss.s)

17:42:38.16

−30:07:52.9

Line

(1,1)

TMB

σTMB

VLSR

σVLSR

∆V

σ∆V

(mK)

(mK)

( km s−1 )

( km s−1 )

( km s−1 )

( km s−1 )

···

···

···

···

···

···

Note—This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form in the online journal. A portion is shown here for data
taken towards G358.6160.075 for guidance regarding the table’s form and content.

To investigate dense gas in the region, we use
the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) to observe the
(1,1) through (5,5) transitions of NH3 (from 23.6945
to 24.5330 GHz) as well as the H2 O maser transition 6(1, 6) → 5(2, 3) (at 22.2351 GHz) and the
N = 1 → 2, J = 2 → 1 transition of CCS (at
22.3440 GHz). The native spectral resolution is 1.4 kHz
(0.018 km s−1 at 23 GHz), and the total bandpass cov-

ers about 300 km s−1 . Typical system temperatures
were 70 − 100 K.
We observe 19 positions: 17 of the 19 Sgr E H II regions and the two additional H II regions along the line
of sight not associated with Sgr E. The two Sgr E H II
regions that we do not observe are confused with regions that we do. For each observation, we observe a
reference position offset by 50 . We use the GBT K-band
focal plane array, an array of seven beams arranged in

Sgr E
a hexagonal pattern, with a central beam surrounded
by the other six. Each central beam observes all seven
lines, and the six surrounding beams observe only NH3
(1,1). The spatial extent of each beam is ∼ 3000 . We
show the 241 observed locations in Figure 11.
The GBT noise diode injects a known power into the
system to calibrate the data on the antenna temperature
scale. We correct the native antenna temperature for
atmospheric attenuation, rear spillover, ohmic loss, and
blockage efficiency using the GBTIDL software package2 . We assume a main beam efficiency of 73% to convert from corrected antenna temperature to main beam
temperature.
We integrate at each source and reference position
for 10 minutes, and average both polarizations together.
For NH3 and CCS, we smooth to 0.75 km s−1 resolution
and for H2 O we smooth to 0.15 km s−1 resolution. Seven
of the regions were observed in two different epochs, and
although the position of the central beam on the sky is
the same, the positions of the 6 surrounding beams are
rotated. For these seven sources, we therefore average
the single-epoch data from the central beams but keep
the data from the six other beams separate.
Ammonia was detected in nearly every observation,
although not in every beam. For NH3 (1,1), we detect
emission from 139 of the 241 observed locations, for (2,2)
we have detections at 8 of the 19 locations, for (3,3) we
have detections at 7 of the 19 locations, and for (4,4) we
have detections at 1 of the 19 locations. We decompose
the averaged NH3 spectra into Gaussian components,
and give the results in Table 4.
The NH3 lines are broad, and the Gaussian decomposition is not necessarily unique. The satellite lines
may also be blended with the main line, contributing to
apparent broadening of the main line.
CCS was not detected at any position and only
two H II regions have significant H2 O maser detections: G359.159−0.037 and G358.796+0.002.
For
G359.159−0.037, the H2 O maser emission peaks at
−157 km s−1 and there is significant emission in the
range −155 to −137 km s−1 . For G358.796+0.002, the
H2 O maser emission peaks at −115 km s−1 and there is
significant emission in the range −115 to −114 km s−1 .
The optical depth of the (1,1) transition can be determined if the satellite hyperfine lines are also detected.
If higher order NH3 lines are detected, we can then fit
for the rotation temperature Trot (see Walmsley & Ungerechts 1983; Swift et al. 2005). There are 8 positions
with hyperfine (1,1) and also higher order lines detected,
2

http://www.gb.nrao.edu/GBT/DA/gbtidl/gbtidl calibration.pdf
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and one of these is toward an H II region not associated
with Sgr E.
We use the fitting code described in Rosolowsky et al.
(2008) and Ginsburg & Mirocha (2011) to simultaneously fit the (1,1) through (4,4) lines using a non-linear
least squares minimization code. This code assumes that
the emission comes from a single slab of uniform gas
temperature, velocity dispersion, and uniform excitation
conditions for all hyperfine transitions of the NH3 lines
(although for these 8 positions only the (1,1) hyperfine
lines are detected). Averaged over all 7 Sgr E positions,
we find Trot = 23.7 ± 2.1 K, where the uncertainty is
the standard deviation of all measured positions. For
G358.631+0.0621, which is not part of the Sgr E complex, we find Trot = 19.1 ± 0.2 K. These results are
therefore consistent with the temperature of the dense
gas in the Sgr E cloud being elevated by ∼ 5 K with
respect to other molecular gas along the line of sight.
Urquhart et al. (2011) used the GBT to measure the
(1,1), (2,2), and (3,3) transitions of NH3 toward H II regions and massive young stellar objects identified in the
“Red MSX Survey” (RMS; Lumsden et al. 2013). For
the H II regions in their sample, the mean and standard
deviation rotational temperatures are 17.8 ± 3.3 and the
kinetic temperatures are 20.1±4.8. Our derived temperatures are therefore slightly elevated compared to their
H II region population.
These slightly elevated gas temperatures are much
lower than those of the CMZ, which are 60 to > 100 K
(Ginsburg et al. 2016; Krieger et al. 2017). The dense
gas here is not experiencing the amount of heating in
the CMZ, which implies that has less turbulent decay
or less cosmic ray ionization (see Ginsburg et al. 2016).
The gas associated with Sgr E is on an orbit that is
about to but has not reached the CMZ yet (see Section 3 and Sormani et al. 2019), which may explain the
low heating.
Although we detect NH3 everywhere in the field, there
is no evidence of dense gas concentrations at the locations of the Sgr E H II regions. The NH3 emission is
instead diffuse, and spread out over a large area. We
detect NH3 (1,1) emission from 45% of the 17 Sgr E
H II regions targeted. For the other locations observed,
we also detect NH3 (1,1) emission from 45%. This lack
of gas concentrations associated with the Sgr E H II regions is consistent with a larger H II region age (Anderson et al. 2009).
In Figure 12 we show the longitude-velocity diagram of
the RRL and NH3 observations of the Sgr E H II regions,
as well as a position-velocity diagram of SEDIGISM
13
CO 2−1 integrated over |b| < 0.5◦ . There is a gradient
in the Sgr E RRL velocities such that those at ` = 359◦
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Figure 12. Longitude-velocity diagram of the Sgr E H II
regions and our NH3 detections. The background image is
integrated intensity 13 CO 2 → 1 emission from SEDIGISM
(Schuller et al. 2017), integrated over |b| < 0.25◦ . The symbol sizes are related to the strength of the emission. Lines
connect sources that have two measured velocities at a single
observed position. The association between CO, NH3 , and
H II regions in this diagram is good, indicating that they are
all part of the same structure.

have radial velocities of ∼ −190 km s−1 and those at
` = 358.5◦ have radial velocities of ∼ −220 km s−1 . This
same trend is seen in NH3 , and also in 13 CO.
3. THE GALACTIC MOTION OF SGR E

The observed velocities of the Sgr E H II regions can
be compared with the trajectories of recently born stars
in the simulation presented in Tress et al. (2020) and
Sormani et al. (2020). These simulations have the goal
of studying star formation in the CMZ, while also investigating the large-scale flow in which the CMZ is embedded. They include a realistic Milky Way external barred
potential, a time-dependent chemical network that keeps
track of hydrogen and carbon chemistry, a physically
motivated model for the formation of new stars using
sink particles, and supernovae feedback. The simulations reach sub-parsec resolution in the dense regions
and self-consistently follow the formation of individual
molecular clouds from the large-scale flow and through
embedded star formation.
We search the simulation for recently-born stars (sink
particles) that have Galactic longitudes in the range
358.4◦ > ` > 358.6◦ , have radial velocities vlos <
−170 km s−1 , and are within 300 pc of the Galactic center. Figure 13 shows the result of this search for two
representative time snapshots. The locations of the circles in the plot show the present-day position of the stars
and have a remarkable similarity with those found in the
observations (compare Figure 13 with Figure 2). As for
Sgr E, these stars are located at the terminal part of the
dust lane.

The simulated stars formed in the dust lanes of the bar
and will overshoot the CMZ. Triangles in Figure 13 show
the birthplace of the stars. Solid lines show travel from
their birthplaces to their current locations and dashed
lines show their trajectories 5 Myr in the future. The
stars will overshoot the CMZ and crash against the dust
lane on the opposite side of the Galactic center.
The simulated stars have ages in the range 0-5 Myr
and are formed while the gas is falling towards the CMZ.
Younger stars have formed closer to their current position, while older stars have formed further upstream
along the dust lane. The snapshot at t = 187.7 Myr
has simulated stars that cover the entire age range 05 Myr, while the snapshot t = 212.2 Myr only has stars
that have formed relatively recently (t . 2 Myr), close
to their current positions. It is worth noting that in the
snapshot at t = 187.7 Myr, while the stars are relatively
close to each other in (x, y)-space at the present time,
their formation locations are spread along the dust lanes
over a distance of ∼ 1 kpc. Thus, the Sgr E H II regions
may not have formed close together.
Because gas orbits are affected by cloud collisions
while those of stars are not, stars and gas typically follow different trajectories and decouple within a few Myr
(Sormani et al. 2020). The simulations predict that stars
and the gas in which they are born have recently decoupled or will decouple within the next ∼1 Myr.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Sgr E is one of the most populous H II region complexes in the Galaxy, and is found at the intersection of
the far dust lane and the CMZ. This study of Sgr E has
discovered that:
• the known H II region population of Sgr E numbers
19, but the true number may be > 60 based on the
large number of H II region candidates in the field;
• the Sgr E H II regions have radio continuum luminosities consistent with ionization by single
O7−B1 stars, with a strong peak in the distribution near O9 stars;
• the implied stellar population of Sgr E is consistent with that of a Salpeter IMF, with an age of
3-5 Myr;
• the Sgr E H II regions have 22 to 12 µm flux density
ratios that are three times lower than those of the
Galactic population;
• gas and dust temperatures of the material associated with the Sgr E H II regions are higher by a
few K than those of the Galactic H II region population;
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Figure 13. Newly born stars in two representative snapshots of the simulation presented in Tress et al. (2020) and Sormani
et al. (2020) that lie in the zone 358.6◦ > ` > 358.4◦ , have radial velocities vLSR < −170 km s−1 , and have distances from the
Galactic center R ≤ 300 pc. Circles denote the positions of the stars in the snapshots and triangles indicate their birth sites.
Solid lines show motion from the birth sites to their present locations and dotted lines show future motion for the next 5 Myr.
The background grayscale image shows the distribution of molecular gas in the simulation, as traced by CO. The CO (l, v)
projection is constructed using the simple method described in Section 3.6 of Sormani et al. (2018). The agreement between
simulation and data is excellent (compare with Figures 2 and 12).

• there is little evidence of dense gas and dust associated with the Sgr E H II regions;

• there is a 3 × 105 M molecular cloud associated
with Sgr E that has a strong velocity gradient; and
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• simulations show that stars found at the present
location of Sgr E formed in the far side of the
Galactic bar and will likely overshoot the CMZ,
landing on the near side of the Galactic bar.

We propose that the unusual infrared properties of the
Sgr E H II regions can be explained by their location in
the Galaxy. The high 22 µm to 12 µm flux density ratios
may be caused by the PDRs of the H II regions being
stripped as they crash into the CMZ. This interpretation
is consistent with the lack of FIR and NH3 emission
found toward the Sgr E H II regions. There appears also
to be an unidentified source of heating that is raising
the gas and dust temperatures of the material associated
with Sgr E by a few K. The lack of Lyman continuum
luminosities consistent with stars more massive than O7
implies that Sgr E is an evolved H II region complex,
with an age of a few Myr, consistent with predictions
from the simulations.
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